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1.0 Abstract 

At the time of writing, the Malvern Archaeological Diving Unit (MADU) had a database of 
453 vessels wrecked in the north end of Cardigan Bay, NW Wales. The database was 
compiled between 2001 - 2009. The wrecks themselves dated from 1590 - 1993 and 
very few had been investigated in any depth. 

The Covid-19 pandemic swept across the world in early 2020. The UK was put into a full 
national lockdown from 23rd March that year, followed by subsequent national and local 
lockdowns. With many people finding themselves with additional free time and having to 
stay at home for all but essential reasons, MADU and the Nautical Archaeology Society 
(NAS) launched the Welsh Wreck Web Research Project. The aim of the project was to 
collate information about the wrecks on MADUs database, from online research 
conducted at home. A group of volunteers came forward over the course of the year, 
compiling reports on individual wrecks. 

This report focuses on the fishing vessel Eos, MADU Ref 393 and is limited to information 
available from on line resources. 
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3. Introduction 

There was no particular reason why this ship was chosen over any other available vessel 
in the MADU database. The Eos was a small fishing vessel and I was interested to see if 
this made a difference to the information available compared to a larger vessel. 

Having not previously carried out research on a wreck beyond a quick internet search, it 
was hoped I would learn how to carry out an in depth investigation on a wreck via the 
internet. In addition to this, I also hoped to learn how best to collate, organise and 
disseminate the information found. 
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4. Background 

Prior to this project, I had no knowledge of the Eos. When first expressing an interest to 
be involved in the Welsh Wreck Web Research Project, we were provided the MADU 
database of ships and a link to www.coflein.gov.uk, where we could search the vessels 
name. From this, I was able to find out that the Eos was a small wooden lugger, which 
was lost whilst out fishing, on June 26 1913.(2)

Picture 1: Map indicating area where the Eos was wrecked(2) 
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5. Research Methodology   

The following were used during the research; 

iMac with macOS Big Sur 
Apple pages 
High speed broadband 
Safari internet browser 
Google search engine 

Section 9 lists websites used 
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6. Results    

The Eos was a small fishing vessel, owned by local fisherman David Jones of Feidfawr, 
St. Dogmaels.(5) He and his crew were Seine fishermen, as were many local fishermen of 
the time. Seine fishermen worked the Teify estuary, catching Salmon and other fish with 

Vessel Name/s Eos

Type lugger(2)

Built Date Information not found

Builder Information not found

Construction Materials wood(2, 5)

Propulsion Type sail(5)

Engine Details Information not found

Drive Type Information not found

Dimensions Information not found

Tonnage Gross

Net 2(2, 4, 5, 8)

Owner Last David Jones(7)

Feidrfawr(7)

Registry Port Cardigan(4, 7)

Flag UK(5)

Number

History Cargo fishing

Final Voyage From St Dogmael’s(2, 5)

To out to sea fishing(2, 5)

Crew 5(5)     4(4, 8)

Passengers 0

Cargo Ballast(5)

Wrecking Date 23 June 1913(4, 8, 7)    26 June 1913(2)       

Location 52.06.30N 04.42.30W(5)   Cardigan Bar(8)

Cause heavy weather(2)

Loss of life 3(4, 8)

Outcome 3 deaths, 1 survivor(7, 8)  

No information found on the fate of the vessel
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a Seine net. The net had weights on one side and floats on the other, and would be 
deployed in a circle to trap the fish within.(1)  

On 23rd June 1913, the Eos and her crew, all from St. Dogmaels left Cardigan with the 
‘sea alright’. As they were casting the nets, the vessel entered the breakers and almost 
immediately capsized. The only survivor, Mr Washington Thomas, said at a later inquest 
that the ‘only way he could account for it was that the bow anchor must have got 
entangled’. All four crew were thrown overboard.(8) 

David James (David Wm James, married with seven children) made for the shore and 
was not seen again. Washington Thomas, W. D. James (or Willie Daniel Jones, single) 
and W. James (Willie James, married with two children) clung to the upturned keel. A 
wave washed the latter two off the boat. Only Washington Thomas remained clinging to 
the stern. He was rescued by the Delight, which had been launched from the 
Pembrokeshire side of the estuary in a rescue attempt. The body of David James was 
recovered 2 hours later, but he could not be revived. At the inquest, the jury return the 
verdict of death by accidental drowning.(8)  

The Seine fishing boats were made in Cardigan and St. Dogmaels up until the 20th 
century.(1) In the late 19th century, 150 men were employed on the St Dogmaels boats, 
but since then, Seine net fishing has steadily declined. During the 2019 season, there 
were only 3 boats practicing this ancient method of fishing, and that was their last 
season.(6) 
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7. Analysis 

Several hours were spent looking for information on small fishing vessels that might help 
me find more details on the Eos, with no luck. Prior to 1894, fishing vessels less than 15 
tons net were not required to be registered. The Merchant Shipping Act of 1894 changed 
that, and required the registration of all British commercial fishing vessels, regardless of 
size. Fishing boat registers kept at the local port of registry were created. Vessels were 
allocated a letter denoting the port of registry and a number, which had to be painted on 
the hull of the boat.(6) The registers are held in local archives and at the time of writing, I 
was unable to find any that had been digitised for the port of Cardigan. 

Thorough research into the crew of the Eos was not undertake. Perhaps searching out 
living relatives may have provided more information on their lives as Seine fishermen. 
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8. Conclusions & Recommendations    

As part of MADUS Welsh Wreck Web Research Project, I investigated two ships. A small 
fishing vessel, the Eos, and a large steamship, both wrecked within 5 years of each 
other. I was amazed by the difference of information available on the two ships. In 
particular, beyond newspaper reports of the incident and a mention in a few specialist 
books, there was very little information available for the Eos. Unlike the larger vessels 
which were well tracked and documented in local papers and the Lloyds registers, 
generally, there appears to be very little recorded information on the activities of smaller 
fishing vessels. 

Due to a lack of available information, I really wasn’t able to tell the story of the Eos. 
Instead, I was only able to tell the story of the incident of her wrecking. I found no 
information on the exact location of the accident and the fate of the Eos. Was she later 
recovered, or was she abandoned beyond repair? These are questions that may have 
been answered with access to the boat registers, or by talking to living relatives. 

This exercise has taught me that the world of on line research is vast, with many leads 
to follow. Not all of which are fruitful or available free of charge. However, there is a lot 
of information not available on line. Given the time it takes to digitally convert delicately 
old paper documents, it is not surprising that often under funded institutions do not have 
the means to do so. These institutions often make research of the paper archives 
available, at a cost. 
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Appendices:  

Appendix A - Image from the National Museum Wales, showing a group of 
salmon fishermen on the river bank at Pwull-y-Castell, St. Dogmaels, circa 1900. 
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